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DEFENDANTS RESPONSE TO CERTAIN PLAINTIFFS QUALIFIED RULE 53

OBJECTIONS TO THE SPECIAL MASTERS REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING PROPOSED PROTECTIVE ORDER

Defendants Intel Corporation and Intel Kabushiki ICaisha Intel respectfully

submit this response to AMDs qualified Rule 53 Objections to the Special Masters

Report and Recommendation on the Proposed Protective Order Recommended



Decision governing these matters As detailed below the protective order proposed by

the Special Master reflecting an extensive process of written comments argument and

compromise is consistent with governing legal principles Conversely the relief

requested by AMD apparently either modification of the protective order

recommended by the Special Master or the issuance of an order setting forth an

interpretation of the order to guide the adjudication of hypothetical future protective

order disputes is unnecessary and unwarranted

The Special Master Engaged in Thorough Review and Appropriate

Process Prior to Issuing the Recommended Decision

The proceedings leading up to the Special Masters Recommended Decision on

the protective order were substantial Intel and AMD negotiated the protective order over

an eight-month period with several face-to-face meetings multiple telephone

conferences and numerous drafts exchanged The parties reached an agreement that

required compromises from both sides The parties also consulted and reached

agreement with class plaintiffs An agreed-upon protective order was then presented to

the Court

The parties filed joint motion for entry of the proposed protective order and

then with Court approval implemented process to provide notice to affected third

parties and an opportunity to comment See Case Management Order D.I 123 at 5b

The more than thirty third parties that had received document subpoenas from AMD were

provided with an opportunity to submit written objections to the proposed protective

order.1 Twenty-one third parties submitted written objections to the proposed protective

At the time the third-party comment procedures were implemented only AMD had

issued subpoenas On June 22 2006 AMD issued additional subpoenas and class

plaintiffs and Intel issued subpoenas



order2 The third parties took issue with multiple provisions of the proposed protective

order See Recommended Decision at 3-78 setting out objections AMD and Intel

agreed to some modifications to address the third party concerns and each submitted

briefs addressing the remaining issues raised by the third paxties

On June 2005 the Special Master held hearing at which Intel AMD class

plaintiffs and many of the third parties objecting to the order were afforded an

opportunity to be heard with respect to those provisions of the proposed protective order

still in dispute Id at 78 describing hearing At the hearing the third parties renewed

their objections to many provisions of the proposed protective order Id

Following the hearing Intel AMD class plaintiffs and the third parties engaged

in additional negotiations to attempt to resolve any outstanding issues The parties then

submitted to the Special Master proposed changes to the protective order that sought to

deal with some of the unresolved issues raised by the Special Master andlor the third

parties

On June 27 2006 the Special Master issued 117-page opinion setting out the

objections raised and his resolution of those objections and attaching the proposed

protective order now before the Court

On June 30 2006 AMD submitted letter to the Special Master seeking

reconsideration of the Special Masters Recommended Decision AMD raised in its letter

the same issues it raises before this Court in its objections

On July 11 2006 the Special Master responded to AMDs request for

reconsideration The Special Master stated that based on his review of the Federal Rules

The following third parties submitted objections Hewlett-Packard Co Egenera

Inc Best Buy Co Inc Fujitsu Limited NEC Corporation Sony Corporation Sony

Electronics Inc Toshiba Corporation Circuit City Inc Acer America Corporation

ASI Computer Technologies Inc Avnet Inc Ingram Micro Inc Synnex Corporation

Tech Data Corporation Microsoft Corporation IBM Corporation Dell Inc Lenovo

Group Ltd Frys Electronics mc and Hitachi America Ltd



of Civil Procedure and the Order appointing the Special Master in this case the Court did

not contemplate process for re-argument or reconsideration before the Special Master

Additionally the Special Master noted that he did not read the proposed protective order

to create the situational difficulties that AMD described The Special Master stated

The provisions of the proposed protective order would not permit

challenged document to be afforded confidential treatment

forever merely because it comes within one of the buckets of

definitions in former Paragraph Rather the provisions of both

Paragiaph and 16 make clear that the Receiving Party may

challenge confidential designation and that the Producing

Partys initial designation may be altered by agreement of the

parties or by Order of the Court in accordance with then prevailing

lawJ

AMPs Request for Relief is Not Warranted

AMD proposes to alter the Special Masters recommended protective order in

either of two ways AMD initially requests that the Court modify Paragraph 16c of the

proposed protective order to add language that in any proceeding on an application to

challenge confidentiality designation party must demonstrate that its disclosure

would cause it clearly defined and serious injury AMD Obj at 74 Alternatively

AMD states that it will accept the proposed protective order so long as the Court issues

an order constiuing the Special Masters intent which AMD characterizes as requiring

in all challenges to confidentiality designation the use of AMDs clearly defined and

serious injury standard as the sole governing principle There is no reason to alter the

protective order in the manner that AMD suggests

First there is no current dispute before the Court concerning particular

document and whether it is entitled to confidential treatment or is subject to public

disclosure This case will involve the production of millions of pages of documents from

See letter from Special Master to Messrs Cottrell Holzman and Horwitz 7/11/06 at

AMD also suggests that this language could be added to Paragraph Id at n.3



more than seventy companies including some of the largest and most well-known

companies in the world Pig Intel H.P. Dell Toshiba Sony IBM Microsoft. At

recent hearing in this case AMD noted that the paper document production could extend

for more than 137 miles. 4/20/2006 Hearing Transcript at 4321 The broad range of

material that will be produced requires that the Court have some level of flexibility

consistent with governing law in construing whether specific material produced by these

various parties should be protected. The parties and the Court cannot predict what

material will even be produced. Until such material is before the Court and subject to

confidentiality challenge the Special Master decided that it is premature to mandate the

precise legal standard and approach that should apply to all challenges in all instances.

The protective order the Special Master recommended contains adequate

procedures for party to challenge producing partys confidentiality designations.

Although AMD would have the Court insert into the protective order rigid legal

standard the Special Master chose different course one which provides flexibility for

the Court to analyze any challenge to producing partys confidentiality designations

depending on the subject matter of the challenged material and the balancing of the

public and private interests.5 Flexibility is the better approach and indeed is required

under Third Circuit law. Shingara S/dIes 420 F.3d 301 306 3d Cir. 2005 holding

that good cause determination for entry of protective order requires balancing numerous

For example AMDs document requests seek information in the personnel files of

employees. AMD could argue that the public disclosure of single employees medical

records or personal information does not cause the corporate party clearly defined and

serious injury and therefore public disclosure was appropriate. The Court however

could decide to rely on other factors to preclude public disclosure. There may be other

documents where the Court in the specific circumstances of the intended use of the

document decides that the balancing of the public and private interests require upholding

confidentiality claim.



factors and fi.irther indicating enumerated list is non-exhaustive.6

Second AMD argues that it has no objection to proceeding on the basis of the

Special Masters proposal so long as all concerned are prepared to give effect to the

Special Masters intent which AMD declares to be that the clearly defined and serious

injury standard govern all disputes AMD Obj at This is an odd request seeking

in effect an advisory opinion flom the Court on the Special Masters intent in

adjudicating future matters.7 But the Court does not have before it any challenge to

Intels or third partys confidentiality designations and it could not possibly discern the

Special Masters intent on what legal standard to apply to every document that

conceivably could come before the Court The content and the potential use of the

document as well as other private and public interests are relevant when deciding

whether particular document is entitled to protection Shingara 420 F..3d at 306

Without factual predicate the Special Master concluded that it is simply premature for

The Third Circuits non-exhaustive list of factors to be balanced includes

whether disclosure will violate any privacy interests whether the information is being

sought for legitimate purpose or for an improper purpose whether disclosure of the

infonnation will cause party embarrassment whether confidentiality is being sought

over information important to public health and safety whether the sharing of

information among litigants will promote fairness and efficiency whether party

benefiting fiom the order of confidentiality is public entity or official and whether

the case involves issues important to the public Id citing Pansy Borough of

Stroudsburg 23 F.3d 772 783-84 3d Cir 1994

AMD goes to great lengths to construe the Special Masters intent First AMD
explains that the Special Master got it wrong because on its face the Special Masterts

Recommendation can be read as potentially leaving many categories of documents

indefinitely protected AMD Obj at Then AMD states that maybe the Special

Master got it right since Special Master is obviously construing paragraph 16c as

if it included inferred language which AMD contends includes its proposed clearly

defined and serious injury standard AMD Obj at AMD then argues that despite

the fact that on two occasions the Special Master has rejected AMDF5 request to include

AMDs language in the protective order the Court should nonetheless issue an order

stating that the Special Master actually intended to adopt the language AMD proposes

Id at7



the Court to limit the considerations that are to be applied to every document or to reduce

the determination to narrow shorthand standard This result is supported in the case law

and it makes no sense for the Court to issue an order now construing how the Special

Master intends to handle future challenges to every confidentiality designation

Third in crafting the procedures that led to the Special Masters Recommended

Decision the parties and the Special Master were careful to allow the third parties to

participate meaningfully in the process The third parties were provided with drafts of

the protective order were entitled to submit written objections and were entitled to

appear in person at hearing conducted over several hours by the Special Master The

Recommended Decision notes that at the hearing third parties were provided with an

opportunity to be heard. Recommended Decision at 78 The Special Masters

Recommended Decision took into account the positions of Intel AMD class plaintiffs

and also the objections and concerns raised by the third parties AMDs proposed

modifications to the protective order would alter the careful balance of competing

interests that the Special Master crafted in the recommended protective order and it

would do so without any ability of the third parties to comment on AMDs proposed

modifications. AMD did not serve the third parties with its objections and there is no

present mechanism for them to participate in the current round of briefing8

This is significant because the proposed order presented to the third parties for

comment recognized that certain specifically defined categories of documents those in

categories R17 for the first two years after their creation and R9-1 indefinitely

met the governing legal standards for confidentiality under all circumstances For

example any document falling into category 13 personnel

information whether contained in FIR records or otherwise was recognized and agreed

to by the parties to meet the governing standards without separate specific showing of

clearly defined and serious injury This provided benefits to the parties and the Court

as it appropriately narrowed the scope of documents subject to challenge Now AMD
proposes to alter the deal struck by AMD and Intel and provided to the third parties for

comment by insisting that all such documents separately meet AMDs standard



Conclusion

AMDs objections to the Special Masters Recommended Decision are without

merit The Special Masters Recommended protective order should be adopted without

modification
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